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Expanding Junior Performance 

 

From September, the club will be expanding its junior performance group from one to two 

lanes. This has been made possible thanks to an additional lane being granted to the club on a 

Sunday lunchtime and a Wednesday evening whilst maintaining all other current lane 

provision. The expansion of the junior performance group will hopefully enable the club to 

identify good long term potential earlier and allow our older swimmers currently in junior 

development the chance to swim with swimmers more of their own age, Further details about 

the changes here will be given to those families affected shortly. 

 

Morning Training at Bilston??? 

 

We are still awaiting a decision from the centre of whether we will be able to offer weekday 

morning training for next season. As soon as we know, we’ll be sure to let you know. 

 

New Bullet Hats 

 

Please see Rae Cox about our new Bullet hats. We would love to see our swimmers wearing 

these next season. 

 

Gary Price reduces coaching role 

 

Unfortunately, Gary will be reducing his coaching hours with us as he has taken on a new 

football coaching position. We are grateful for the hard work Gary has put in and hope he 

will continue to be involved in the coaching albeit in a reduced form. The club committee is 

currently speaking to the club coaches about some exciting new opportunities for them 

moving forwards. The club is lucky to have a wide range of coaching staff with lots of 

experience in the sport and is determined to make the most of the knowledge and skills within 

the club. 

 

Club Shutdown  

 

Please note there will be no training at all between Wednesday 5th August and Tuesday 18th 

August. It is important that club staff, swimmers and parents have a rest and we hope you all 

make the most of the rare spare time you are afforded as a result of the shutdown. 

 

Club Fundraising 

 

Sara Gamble is currently looking at ways of fundraising for the whole club. Details will be 

released shortly. 
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